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ANNOUCEMENT
A Format Change!
We believe it is time for Kite Tales
to grow and change. This fall issue of
Kite Tales will be the last in the
newsletter format. Beginning January
of 2015, Kite Tales will become a
weekly blog! The content will remain
similar to the newsletter. We strive to
bring you top-quality articles designed
to help you in your career writing and
illustrating for children and young
adults, as well as showcasing the talent in our region. There will be more
details coming.
Thank you,
Beth Navarro and Maggie Grinnell
Managing editors of Kite Tales
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losangeles.scbwi.org

Who’s Who in

SCBWI - Los Angeles
Regional Advisors:
Sarah Laurenson (Regional Advisor)
Sally Jones Rogan (Regional Advisor)
Nutschell Windsor (Assistant RA)
losangeles@scbwi.org
Conference Coordinators:
Illustrator’s Day: TBD
Writer’s Days: Sarah Laurenson &
Sally Jones Rogan
Working Writer’s Retreat: Marilyn Morton,
Claudia Harrington & Sarah Laurenson
Down The Rabbit Hole
Sunday Field Trip: Dawne Knobbe
Creative Toolbox: TBD
PAL Member Liaison: TBD
Contest Coordinator: Marcelle Greene
Schmooze Organizers:
TBD (Schmooze Schmizard)
Karol Ruth Silverstein & Charlie Cohen
(Westside Writers)
Suzy Block (Westside Illustrators)
Laurisa White Reyes (Santa Clarita Valley
Writers)
Karen Sampson (San Fernando Valley Writers &
Illustrators)
Deborah Fletcher Blum & Jean Perry
(Hollywood Writers)
Jennifer Swain (SFV-Glendale Illustrators)
Heather Banis & Ronna Mandel (West San
Gabriel Valley Writers)
NEW SCHMOOZE!
Renee Carter and Saundra Davis (Westchester
Writers)
Advisory Board:
Jeffrey Cox, Maggie Grinnell, Claudia Harrington,
Rita Crayon Huang, Dawne Knobbe, Sarah
Laurenson, Marilyn Morton, Beth Navarro, Sally
Jones Rogan, Nutschell Windsor. Emeritus: Judy
Enderle, Julie Williams, Edie Pagliasotti, Stephanie
Jacob Gordon, losangeles.scbwi.org
Webmaster: Jeffery Cox
jeffery00cox@gmail.com
SCBWI International
Executive (International) Office:
Steve Mooser, Lin Oliver
For general info, membership & other national
SCBWI business: 8271 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90048 TEL: 323-782-1010,
membership@scbwi.org
www.scbwi.org
U.S.
RA Coordinator: Tracy Barrett
Assistant RA Coordinator: Patricia Wiles
Illustrator Coordinator: Priscilla Burris
Int’l RA Chair: Kathleen Ahrens
Assistant Int’l RA Chair: Angela Cerrito
Int’l Illustrator Liaison: Rachelle Meyer
Int’l Publications and Crystal Kite Awards:
Christopher Cheng

SCBWI-L.A. REGIONAL NEWS
Getting More Out of
Your SCBWI Membership
There are several SCBWI regions in the Southern CA area — each
with its own set of events and opportunities for networking. From San
Diego to the Inland Empire (part of the SoCal region) to Central-CA,
you can find so much in an easy driving (or train riding) distance. To
see what’s happening around you, please go to losangeles.scbwi.org and
click on one of the regions listed in the right-hand menu.
Here at home, in the Los Angeles region, we have six regular events
throughout the year and more than 60 free meetings, too.
Writer’s Days — a two-day conference in March with keynotes,
contests, critiques and more on Saturday and five-hour intensives on
Sunday. Lots of craft, community, exercises and inspiration. In 2015,
this amazing conference will be held at a new location: the Skirball
Cultural Center.
Down The Rabbit Hole — a creative field trip to spark your muse
with fun exercises related to the setting. Follow the Mad Hatter and
White Rabbit in May.
Critiquenic – critiquing flash mob style while picnicking. This is a
free event for members only. Currently happens once a year in June, but
we hope to expand it soon.
Working Writer’s Retreat – an intense weekend of critiquing
and revising and critiquing some more. Also includes karaoke and
chocolate. This September retreat sells out every year. Plus there is the
Sue Alexander Grant for the WWR where the winner attends for free!
Check out the results for this year’s winner and runners up on page 17.
Illustrator’s Day — in November with keynotes, contests, portfolio
reviews and more. A special day for our illustrator members and those
who wish to learn more about this side of the publishing industry.
Toolbox — this one-day workshop is making a comeback. A nutsand-bolts session focusing on a particular aspect of writing and illustrating for children. Where and when it will settle in next year has not
been decided yet.
Schmoozes – these free meetings are located throughout the greater
[continue...]
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L.A. REGIONAL NEWS

losangeles.scbwi.org

Who’s Who

at Kite Tales
KITE TALES is a newsletter published by the
L.A. Chapter of the Society of Children’s Book
Writers and Illustrators for the SCBWI TriRegions of Southern California. Information
published in KITE TALES does not constitute an
endorsement by SCBWI and/or SCBWI-L.A.
KITE TALES Editors
Maggie Grinnell and Beth Navarro
Managing Editors
walkingthruwords@yahoo.com, 		
kitetaleseditor@gmail.com
SCBWI-L.A. Editors
Sarah Laurenson, Sally Jones Rogan & Nutschell
Windsor losangeles@scbwi.org
Ann Rousseau Smith Cen-Cal Editor,
annrousseausmith@yahoo.com
Francesca Rusackas & Q.L. Pearce,
Orange/Long Beach/Riverside/
San Bernardino Editors, 		
ZFRANCESCA@aol.com or
qlpearce@earthlink.net
KITE TALES Layout & Production
Gabriela Iñiguez
g.lizbeth.i@gmail.com
KITE TALES Photographer
Rita Crayon Huang
KITE TALES Proofreader
Marcelle Greene
marchelle@greenepen.com
KITE TALES Illustrator Liaison
Catherine Lee
KITE TALES is free at losangeles.scbwi.org
Join the online mailing list to receive Kite Tales
announcements via e-mail at http://groups.yahoo.
com/group/KiteTales/
Submission Deadlines:
Spring - Jan. 15 for March 1 issue
Summer - April 15 for June 1 issue
Fall - July 15 for Sept. 1 issue
Winter - Oct. 15 for Dec. 1 issue
Send comments, articles,
great news, questions, etc to:
Maggie Grinnell at walkingthruwords@yahoo.com
or Beth Navarro at kitetaleseditor@gmail.com.

Los Angeles area and we’re in the process of adding even more to better
serve your needs. losangeles.scbwi.org/schmooze-calendar
For our PAL members, a new PAL Liaison (and team!) is just getting
started. We’re excited to see what happens next.
Checked out the new SCBWI.org website lately? So many new and
improved ways in which to get more for your membership. Be sure to
be logged in when perusing the site so you see what’s offered to members only, as well as what the general public can reach.
Remember to download your free copy of the market guide: The Book at
http://www.scbwi.org/online-resources/the-book This is for members
= only.
Update your profile with all of your pertinent information so we can
tell you what’s happening that may be of particular interest to you. If
you’re a writer, please be sure to check that box. An illustrator? There’s
a box for that, too. Translator or Other? More boxes you can check.
Check as many as apply!
If you have a book or magazine article published by one of the Published and Listed (PAL) publishers, be sure to list your book or magazine article title, and publisher. Once a PAL, always a PAL. We want
our PAL members to know about the special events coming up with
you in mind and getting your PAL status established will facilitate our
getting that information to you.
Please be sure your email address is the one you want to use to receive
information on any or all of the above events as well as other news from
your Regional Advisory Board. Have a question for the board? Please
send it to losangeles@scwbi.org
There’s so much more available on this new website. Time to explore!

Columns - 500 words max
Features - 800 words max
Interviews - 1400 words max
Poetry - 150 words max

Kite Tales

Sarah Laurenson
Regional Advisor
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Frances, who liked the concept and the structure
but had some questions about other aspects of
the manuscript. Marcie says, “The initial feedback I received from Frances was crucial to my
story. Her insightful comments coupled with her
enthusiasm and encouragement really inspired
me to roll up my sleeves and do the hard work
that revising requires.” Marcie spent the next
three months revising then resubmitted at the
beginning of 2013. In March, she had an offer!

The year is flying by! We’ve heard much good
news lately from members who have attended
our events, so we thought it would be fun to celebrate their fantastic successes. This issue’s spotlight is on Marcie Wessels www.marciewessels.
com and the upcoming publication of her picture
book, A Pirate’s Lullaby: Mutiny at Bedtime (inspired by her daughter who loves to procrastinate
before being tucked in for the night).

“Who knew an eye patch could play an important
part in writing a picture book!”

Marcie began her writing journey in 2011 when
she enrolled in Writing for Children 1 at UCSD
Extension. The class was taught by a member
who encouraged her to join SCBWI. At our
2012 OC Editor’s Day, she met Frances Gilbert,
associate publishing director at Random House,
Golden Books, and Doubleday Books for Young
Readers. Marcie submitted the manuscript to

Frances’ feedback arrived at an interesting time
in Marcie’s life. “The day before Halloween, I
was diagnosed with Bell’s palsy, temporary paralysis of the facial nerve, which left me with a
lopsided grin and an inability to close my eye.
From Halloween until Thanksgiving, I ended
up wearing an eye patch to protect it. I was still
wearing the patch when I heard from Frances.”
The advice included exploring the pirate theme
and language more fully. In much the same way
that actors “get into a role” by changing their
outward appearance (Robert DeNiro gained 50
lbs. to play Jake LaMotta in Raging Bull), Marcie dressed and acted like a pirate to help her
write a better story. Who knew an eye patch
could play an important part in writing a picture book! The immensely talented, Tim Bowers
(www.timbowers.com), is the illustrator of A Pirate’s Lullaby. Marcie got a peek at his sketches
last week and is thrilled that he has really captured the playfulness and warmth between the
main characters, Papa and Ned.
[continue...]
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Socal News
Marcie generously notes that SCBWI has been
an important part of her journey. “I’ve learned so
much about craft at the monthly SCBWI meetings, the retreats and the workshops. And conferences such as Editor’s Day and Agent’s Day
helped me connect with industry professionals. I
wouldn’t be where I am if it weren’t for SCBWI.

Lori Kilkelly, with Rodeen Literary Management, represents authors and illustrators and
is actively seeking talented Middle Grade and
Young Adult writers.
Christa Heschke is with McIntosh and Otis, Inc.
She is actively looking for picture book, middle
grade and YA projects, including contemporary
fiction, horror and thrillers/mysteries.

Look for A Pirate’s Lullaby: Mutiny at Bedtime
(Doubleday) on August 25, 2015. Congratulations Marcie!

Charlie Olsen started his publishing career at
InkWell Literary in 2007 and has been building
his client list since. He is interested in fiction,
children’s books, graphic novels and illustrated
works, and compelling narrative non-fiction.

And now we’re very excited about our upcoming
Agent’s Day. This is the first time that it will be
held at the Titan Theater at CSUF. As we have
announced, we will be alternating Agent’s Day
(2014) and Editor’s Day (2015) at the same location. That means both events will have plenty of
parking, lots of comfortable seating and a great
sound system!

Suzanne Cruise is an accomplished artist and
top licensing agent. She will present examples to
clarify what licensing art and/or text is all about.
It promises to be a day packed with hard work,
plenty of networking, and lots of fun!

This year we will have five agent guests: Sean
McCarthy established the Sean McCarthy Literary Agency, a full-service literary agency specializing in children’s books of all ages, in 2013.
Formally of the Sheldon Fogelman Agency, Sean
is drawn to flawed characters with devastatingly
concise writing in YA, boy-friendly mysteries or
adventures in MG, and picture books with clever
endings.

Author and Editorial Services
Marketing and Promotional Services

htt p://e v ents.constantcontact.com/register/e v ent?l lr=nukh7cjab&oeidk=a07e9cwluul92490efb
Happy Fall!
Francesca and Q

	
  

www.zoitmedia.com
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Central-coastal Regional News
2014 Crystal kite award
The 2014 winner of the Crystal Kite for California/Hawaii was awarded
to Alexis O’Neill for her picture book, The Kite That Bridged Two Nations:
Homan Walsh and the First Niagara Suspension Bridge, published by Calkins Creek and illustrated by Terry Widener.
Extensively researched and illuminated with lush acrylic paintings, this historical account tells the story of a young kite
flyer named Homan Walsh whose persistence led to the construction of the first suspension bridge over the Niagara
River. Alexis is the second author from our region to receive this honor, and she will receive her award on October 25 at
our annual Writer’s Day. Her editor, Carolyn Yoder, also will be there to talk about the process behind the book. Congratulations, Alexis.
Mary Ann Fraser, Regional Advisor
SCBWI Central-Coastal California

Alexis O’Neill flying high!

Marla Frazee signing books

L-R: Lynn Becker, Mary Ann Fraser, Kathryn Hunley

ArtWorks 2014 attendees

[continue...]
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central-coastal REGIONAL NEWS

Save the Dates!

for registration information, go to http://cencal.scbwi.org/regionalevents/

October
25, 2014

december
7, 2014

Thousand Oaks

Host: Gwen Dandridge
Santa Barbara

Writer’s Day

Holiday Schmooze

january
16-18, 2015

retreat: An Editor’s
Strategies for Reaching
fabulous final drafts

Instructor: Deborah Halveerson
Simi Valley

BOOK TALK ONLINE

Book Talk is a monthly book discussion group taking place on the Central-Coastal California
SCBWI listserv. Discussions begin on the first of each month, facilitated by Lynn Becker
(lynnb@mac.com). Readers may join anytime during the month with comments or questions
about the featured book. Book Talk is open to all members of the Southern California SCBWI
who are signed up for the regional listserv. To become a member of the listserv, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/groups/SCBWI-CCal/

October: Sophie’s Squash by Pat Zietlow Miller
& Anne Wilsdorf (PB) Sophie’s new best friend is a
vegetable named Bernice. But what happens when this
vegetable gets all spotty and soft?

December: Paperboy by Vince Vawter (MG) Newbery Honor-winning story follows a kid who stutters
as he navigates a newspaper route in Memphis, 1959.

NOVEMBER: The Lucy Variations by Sara Zarr (YA)
Just out in paperback, Lucy used to be a child piano-playing prodigy, but at 16 her career is over.

January: Mr. Tiger Goes Wild by Peter Brown (PB)
Mr. Tiger is bored with being proper.

[continue...]
Kite Tales
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central-coastal REGIONAL NEWS

SCBWI
C e n t r al C o as t al

C alif o r n ia

2 9 t h

A n n u al
WRITER’S DAY

October 25, 2014 9 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
California Lutheran University,
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
Featured Speakers
Fiona Kenshole, agent, Transatlantic Agency;
Taylor Norman, assistant editor, Chronicle; Annie
Nybo, editorial assistant, Margaret K. McElderry;
Carolyn Yoder, senior editor, Calkins Creek
Spotlight Presenters
Joan Bransfield Graham, Tracy Holczer, Allison
Crotzer Kimmel, Catherine Linka, and Judith Janda
Presnall
For more information and registration, go to:
www.cencal.scbwi.org//writersday

SCBWI Central-Coastal California

ANNUAL WRITERS’ RETREAT 2015
An Editor’s Strategies for Reaching
Fabulous Final Drafts with Deborah Halverson

January 16-18, 2015
Friday, 3:30 p.m.–Sunday, 12 p.m.
The Posada Royale Hotel and Suites
Simi Valley CA 93065
Revise your YA or MG manuscript in this three-day retreat
with Deborah Halverson, veteran editor and award-winning
author of teen novels and craft guides. Includes one-on-one
critiques and a look at submission trends.
For more information, go to: www.cencal.scbwi.org/retreat

Kite Tales
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Working writer’s Retreat Faculty feature

The Journey
from
Editor to Agent

quiring a book — sending out
an offer letter always gave me a
special thrill. What didn’t I like
about editing? Juggling book
schedules, being responsible for
every missed comma and typo,
writing endless tip sheets for
marketing.

The day we editors were told
that Tricycle Press was closing, our publisher gave us the
rest of the day off and I took
the Bart train to the Embarcadero. I didn’t have a plan —
I just needed a place to think
and clear my muddled head. I
walked to the ferry building. It
was a clear October day and ferries were coming in against the
backdrop of Treasure Island and
construction cranes building
the new bridge. I found a bench
among scavenging seagulls and
took out my notebook.

The more I thought about it, the
more I realized agenting incorporated the things I loved about
editing and bypassed the things
I didn’t. I let the idea percolate
while packing boxes of correspondence and contracts at Tricycle, daydreaming of names for
my imaginary agency. Would it
be Little Bird Lit? Octopus Ink?
Squid Inc.? I wondered if I had
what it took to go out on my
own. Was it better to approach
an established agency? In fall
2010, the picture book market
was struggling. Yet I wanted
this imaginary agency of mine
to represent illustrators too. I
started crunching numbers. If I
gave a sizable chunk of my commission to a big agency, I was
going to have to sell a whole
lotta books to pay the mortgage.
Could I do that principally selling picture books?

by Abigail Samoun

Ten years as an editor at an indie press were coming to an end.
What next? Beyond the sadness
over the closing of this chapter
in my life and the anxiety about
finding a new job, there was excitement too. After 10 years, I
had needed a good kick in the
bum to move on.
I wrote a list of possibilities:
teaching credential, freelance editor, online writing instructor...
then, agent. As an editor, I’d
loved working with creative
people and what saddened me
most was leaving my authors
and illustrators. I also loved ac-

When it was announced that
Tricycle Press was closing, we
received supportive emails from
many authors, illustrators, and
agents we’d worked with. One
was Karen Grencik, the first
agent I’d bought a book from.
When I mentioned I was think-

ing about joining a big agency
but that the economics made
it tough, she wrote back, “I feel
embarrassed and presumptuous
throwing this out, but if you
ever want to work with me as an
agent, I wouldn’t take any percentage. And we’d have a lot of
fun!” I was intrigued. A partner
would be someone to share the
burden of starting a company,
someone to commiserate with
during the dry times and celebrate the big sales. But I didn’t
know Karen well. What if we
weren’t a good match? What if
she was too controlling? What if
I was too controlling?
Tricycle had its goodbye party at
Marissa Moss’s house that January. Many Bay Area authors and
illustrators came to wish us well.
Karen and I met in her hotel
room afterwards. We sat crosslegged on her hotel bed, drinking wine, eating chips, talking
about our lives, and our hopes
for this little agency we might
create together. She was warm,
generous, and easy-going. It was
past midnight by the time I left
for the long drive back to Sonoma. By then, I’d decided to take
the plunge.
Driving home, I thought about
my favorite card in the tarot
deck — The Fool. It shows a
young man looking blithely at
the clouds as he steps off a sheer
cliff. To me, the card suggests
that any big decision requires
[continue...]
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writer’s days
faith. No amount of research
or preparation can guarantee an
outcome. We are all fools when
it comes to the future. At a certain point, we just have to trust
that we will land safely.
It has now been over three-anda-half years since that late night
conversation with Karen. Currently, both Karen and I are in
the top 10 dealmakers for children’s picture books. Karen and I
rolled the dice and got extremely lucky — we’ve turned out to
be an excellent match. Every
day, I collaborate with unique

and creative authors and illustrators — my “foxies” — whose
work I love. I’m proud to help
them make a living from their
art. When I secure a five-figure deal for a struggling French
illustrator who, up until then,
had to paint one 32-page book
a month to make ends meet, I
know I’ve found my life’s work.
This spring, we added a talented new agent, Danielle Smith.
Red Fox is growing. The seed
that was planted that day on
the Embarcadero has yielded an
abundant harvest.

Abigail Samoun

IS YOUR MANUSCRIPT GIVING YOU THE BLUES?
Are you ready to be published but your picture book manuscript isn’t? Maybe you need a new
way of looking at your work?
 Learn the Diagramming Method and you will understand the underlying structure of a story
and what makes successful picture books “tick.”
 Discover how to revise your current and future work to get published.
 Study independently on-line with an award winning picture book author and UCLA Extension
Writers Program instructor.





Professional Critique Services provide:

Detailed writing suggestions
Grammar and punctuation
Verse rhyme and scansion

Line edits
Story Diagram
Publishing Market Advice

Don’t you think it’s time the world saw your work?

Merrily Kutner

merrilyjk@gmail.com

Kite Tales

(714) 343-6956
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Critiquenic 2014:
The Snowy
Day in June
By Carol Green

I think we can all agree that the
only organization that would ever
come up with the idea of pairing a
critique with a picnic is SCBWI.
A critique is one thing. A picnic is
an entirely different kind of affair,
but when put together, voila: The
annual SCBWI Critiquenic (pronounced Crit - eek - nick).
I’m one of the lucky ones who attended this past June’s Critiquenic held at L.A.’s exquisite Skirball
Cultural Center. Instead of mulling over the invitation I received
via email and procrastinating until
it was too late to attend, I jumped
at the chance to participate in this
free — yes, FREE — event, added
it to my calendar, and off I went on
the appointed day.
I arrived at Skirball just before a
very civilized 11:30 a.m. start time
and scurried along the pathway to
the lobby, exchanging pleasantries
with a woman who turned out to
be a sister Critiquenicker. Trusty
Regional Adviser Sarah Laurenson and Nutschell (make that New
— as in York — shell) Windsor
greeted, name-tagged and divided
us into groups of five or so participants. Marching orders included
rules of etiquette, how much time
to allot to critiques and when to
shift into picnic mode.
A shaded table on the terrace offered a private space where unique
and varied backgrounds and range

Kite Tales

of experience from newbies to veteran scribblers made no difference
to our mission to give and receive
valuable critiques. We brought or
bought picnic lunches and traded
contact info to stay in touch.
Next up was a guided tour of “The
Snowy Day and the Art of Ezra
Jack Keats,” featuring more than 80
original works including sketches,
dummies, paintings and collages
of the prolific and iconic author/
illustrator known for introducing
multiculturalism into American
children’s literature.
Keats was born Jacob Ezra Katz, the
third child of Polish Jewish immigrants. Living in a tenement building in Brooklyn, his family faced
hardships of the Great Depression
and growing anti-Semitism. These
were the seeds of Keats’s lifelong
empathy with the ostracized and
downtrodden. anti-Semitism was
the impetus for Keats to change his
name in 1947.
Keats’ father worked as a waiter
and worried about his son’s ability to make a living in the arts. He
brought home tubes of paint, pretending to have traded them with
starving artists for bowls of soup.
Just days before Keats’ high school
graduation where he was to have
received a medal for excellence in
art, his father tragically died of a
heart attack. In his wallet were tattered newspaper clippings about
the boy’s awards. It was not until
then that he learned of his father’s
secret pride.

rican-American protagonist, was
published in 1962 at the height
of the Civil Rights Movement.
Beautiful in its simplicity, the book
is made of paintings and collaged
scraps of fabric deftly cut and
placed as parts of buildings, objects
and clothing in the setting of the
kind of poor neighborhood Keats
knew so well. Keats went on to create a number of books with African-American characters, leading
readers to infer that he himself was
black.

Editor's note:

Not mentioned in this article: 2014
Critiquenic organizer, Sally Jones
Rogan (Co Regional Advisor LA),
and Skirball liason, SCBWI member, Jason Porter, who were busy
assisting other members on the
day! Thank you for making this
free event and exhibition tour possible for our members.
Carol Green is a former television
production and veteran film publicist.
Her original social and political cartoon series, “Life After Birth,” appears
on www.culturalweekly.com. An SCBWI member, she is presently writing
and illustrating a number of picture
books.

Keats’ groundbreaking
book,
The Snowy Day, the first modern
full-color book featuring an Af-
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we call Los Angeles, I checked in. The valets were
cracking me up as they seemed to love my 9-year-old
Ford Focus more than the Lamborghini next to me.
I checked in, went right to Starbucks, where I started
meeting people. The secret to meeting anyone in a

“...I was sucking down 400 calories and $8
worth of espresso, sugar and cream. Calories
don't count when you are networking, right?”
My First Summer Conference
Written and illustrated by Stephanie Olivieri

city with 17 million people is Starbucks, and it was
the same for the conference. I made so many connections at Starbucks that it didn't even feel like I was
sucking down 400 calories and $8 worth of espresso,
sugar and cream. Calories don't count when you are
networking, right?

Hi everyone! So I was asked to write about my experience as a first-timer at the summer conference —
here goes! I am a writer and an illustrator. Right now
my "day job" is children's book illustration and I love
it. I am a published writer, but am new to MG and
YA — so I am working towards that goal. I am excited that after the conference I feel like I am definitely
going in the right direction and I am learning as I go.

Speaking of meeting people, I consider myself a very
outgoing person, and very lucky for that gift. As an
artist and writer I am often in groups where people
call us introverts. That is a word that I hardly know
what it means since I am so the opposite. I found that
at this conference everyone was open to meeting new
people. I met several who said they were introverts
but were comfortable enough saying hello. I believe
the conference is a great place to meet like-minded
folks and make lasting
relationships. I strongly
suggest that everyone
go to this conference,
it’s really great for pulling people out of their
shells.

The theme of the conference was really to do great
work, stand out, and work hard. Of course there were
lots of tips and insider stories, which were oh-so-fun
to listen to, but really at the end of the day to be successful you just have to tell a great story in a new and
exciting way. Be yourself, learn your craft and then
beat the odds and get published. It's exciting. Isn't
it? It is!
Day one as a newbie, I drove up to the Hyatt and
even though I live in the land of never-ending sun

Day one was full of great speakers for the keynotes.
I sat with some friends who I took a couple online
writing classes with in the spring and we hung out
the rest of the conference. I feel like I have three new
sisters now! I did meet some authors who I have always admired, but I won't name-drop — Jay Asher! I
said I wouldn't and I did, but I had to. I literally ran
into him by the escalator and then it reminded me
that I still hadn't read Thirteen Reasons Why, so I went
and bought it. Okay, sidebar — what was I thinking
[continue...]
Kite Tales
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SUMMER CONFERENCE REPORT
waiting for so long? I was so caught up in the book,
I was reading all weekend every chance I got (very
inspiring). I also met art directors, illustrators, more
authors and people from all over the world. The wine
and cheese party was great and perfect after a long
day. Day one was an awesome day.
Day two was the gala!! Yes I dressed up and yes
so did many others. It was fun to see everyone unwind and even though Tomie Depaola couldn't make
it, we sang to him. We ate Italian — well okay, it was
pasta — and we danced the night away in his honor.
It was a tad warm so I ended up back in my yoga
clothes by 10 p.m. but no one cared, everyone at the
conference was having fun!
Day three was the end for me but, hey, Judy
Blume showed up!! Sharon Flake gave a moving
speech and she asked us to mantra for her, not to cry,
but she made me cry! The luncheon was fabulous and
it was great to hear from all the Crystal Kite winners.
Throughout the conference Lin Oliver was reading
jokes and keeping us all smiling. I checked out at the
end of the day full of inspiration, happiness and new
friends. It was happy and sad driving away towards
the Valley and away from Century City.

“We write and draw for children! What better job
in the world is there? One last sentiment from the
speakers — We are changing the world!”

Stephanie Olivieri is an author illustrator who started
her career as an artist in animation for Walt Disney Studios. She currently works as a children’s book illustrator
by day and is working on her writing by night. Always
finding humor in life her motto is, “that which does not
kill me, makes me funnier.” www.stepholivieri.com

Overall it was a great experience for me and I hope
that if you are reading this you attend next year. My
advice is to stay at the hotel and do your research for
your breakout sessions and last but not least, have
fun. We write and draw
for children! What better
job in the world is there?
One last sentiment from
the speakers — We are
changing the world!
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SCBWI Event Calendar

SAVE THESE DATES
September

October

12-14

25

Working
Writer’s Retreat

EVENT

EVENT

CENTRAL-COASTAL
Writer’s Day

LOS ANGELES
Illustrator’s day

EVENT

November

13

EVENT
CENTRAL-COASTAL P.A.L.
school visit
showcase

december

january

february

16-18
january

EVENT

CENTRAL-COASTAL
Annual writers’
retreat,
“An Editor’s Strategies for
Reaching Fabulous Final Drafts”
with Deborah Halverson

1

30

EVENT

new York
international Annual winter
Conference in new York
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toot your horn

Iceberg by Cynthia W. Hammer.
Authorhouse, ages 12-18, young
adult. Release September 20,
2013. ISBN 9781477210024.    

Choice Words: A Crash Course
in Language Arts by Rebecca
Langston-George. Capstone
Press, grades 4-8, non-fiction.
Release August 1, 2014. ISBN
9781491407813

Push Girl by Chelsie Hill and
Jessica Love. St. Martin’s Griffin, ages 14+, young adult. Available now. ISBN 9781250045911

Spirit’s Key by Edith Cohn.
Farrar, Straus & Giroux Young
Readers, ages 8-12, middle grade
mystery. Release September 9,
2014. ISBN 9780374300111

Gabi, A Girl in Pieces by Isabel
Quintero. Cinco Puntos Press,
ages 12-18, young adult realistic fiction. Release August 18,
2014. ISBN 9781935955955
Using the Scientific Method by
Kirsten Larson. Rourke Educational Media, grades 4-6,
nonfiction. Release August 28,
2014. ISBN 9781627177481

Josie Robin, Science Fiend: A
Fungus Among Us (Book 1) by
Drew Filus, illustrated by Megan Hutchinson. Electric Yarn,
ages 4-6, picture book. Available
now. ISBN 9780989669405

Dalia’s Wondrous Hair, written
and illustrated by Laura Lacamara. Arte Publico Press/Piñata Books, ages 4-8, picture book
(magical realism, with a non-fiction glossary). Release May 31,
2014. ISBN9781558857896

[continue...]
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toot your horn
Science Fair Success! by Kirsten
Larson. Rourke Educational Media, grades 4-6, nonfiction. Release August 28, 2014.
ISBN 9781627177474.

The Smile That Went Round the
World by Patrice Karst, illustrated by Jana Christy. De Vorss
Publications, ages 3-9, picture
book. Release July 10, 2014.
ISBN 978087568753

Kite Tales

Contact by Laurisa White
Reyes. Hallowed Ink Press, ages
12+, young adult thriller. Release
June 2014. ISBN 0985848014

Feeding Time at the Zoo, written
and illustrated by Sherry Shahan. Random House, “Step into
Reading” Level 2. Release July
2014. ISBN 9780385371902
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Wish You Weren’t by Sherrie Petersen. Intrepid Publications,
ages 8+, science-fiction/fantasy.
Release March 17, 2014. ISBN13 9781494766825

The Opposite of Love by Sarah
Lynn Scheerger. Albert Whitman and Company, ages13+,
young adult. Release Sept 1,
2014. ISBN 9780807561324
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sue alexander winner announcement
The Sue Alexander grant is a grant open to writers of all genres.
The winner receives full tuition to SCBWI-LA’s Working Writer’s
Retreat.The 2015 Grant will be open for entries starting Oct 1st. ,
but check back at losangeles.scbwi.org for the latest information.

Winner:
Between the Wish and the Word
by Melody Mansfield

Bright, sparkling language along with characters that jump off the page and pull the
reader in made this entry stick in my mind and make me want to keep reading way
beyond the 10 pages allowed for a contest entry. What’s a big Airstream trailer doing
in the lot next door? Who’s the girl in the magenta raincoat looking like a “barefoot
fuchsia?” Why does Lina’s presence in Birdie’s house change everything (except Birdie’s wild orange hair)? What do Mina’s insistent dreams have to do with Lina’s arrival?
I don’t know what’s going to happen with Mina and Lina and Birdie, but it is certain to
be an adventure.

Runners-up:

One Thousand Cranes
by Cheryl Manning

This engaging middle grade novel about Kenji and his older brother, Masaru, set in
Hiroshima during World War II promises to explore brotherhood, family, and the true
meaning of courage.

No Skin Slim
by Vanessa Sandin

When Gus and his family move to a new (old) house, Gus discovers Slim — the proverbial skeleton in the closet. Slim, however, has no intention of staying in the closet.
But how can he have the adventures he longs for without any skin? It’s up to Gus to
find Slim some skin.Very funny premise with a promising story line.

Kite Tales
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a poet’s
perspective
By Edward Mahoney
In the beginning was the Word. I believe there are
several layers of truth here. I believe it literally. I also
know that a word can begin an idea, a dream, and in
my case, a relationship.

I had a strong emotion, immense desire, so the
words spilled out easily. The favorite works of my
own favorite poets brought some borders and structure to gather the words. I started with the image
from Eliot’s Four Quartets of a red rose being like
fire on a stem. From there, it was time to play, to
dive into my gathering word pool and soak. I could
float, spin, and splash. At times, there was the dangerous thrill of a strong current pulling me.

I first met my wife through words … but I get ahead
of myself. A little background is in order.
My father was a huge man from a big, Irish Catholic family. He was very athletic, and I wasn’t. Although, I tried hard, I would never be the high school
star athlete that he had hoped. However, I excelled in
writing and took solace in words.

Now, years later, I get to watch my little girl play
with words. Just this morning at the market, she
went into giggle fits pretending her quickly-scribbled map contained ridiculous, rhyming messages.

“I saw my wife’s picture and was taken by her
beauty and smile.  I decided to write her a letter.  Those letters became poems. ”

I was so proud as I heard my little four-year-old play
with words, abandoning syntax and structure to revel in sound and raw meaning. Here is the poet’s
beginning. Here is the beginning of being. I hope
she never forgets how to play.

I loved the way authors like Fyodor Dostoevsky
could use words to show me the depths of the human soul. Then I discovered T. S. Eliot, who could
reach those same depths with an economy of perfectly-placed words, swirling and playing together. I had
always liked poetry. Eliot made me love it.

“In the beginning was the Word.” That is a fearfully big, important statement, not anything silly at
all. I believe the first creative acts with words are
expressions of unbridled creativity bubbling out of
joy, passion, and love. I want my words to emulate
such unbridled play.

I became the editor of my college newspaper, graduated with honors with a bachelor’s degree in English
and was asked to co-write a chapter in a college textbook, still in use today.

Lately, I’ve allowed too much time to pass since I
joined the game. My own words are too often pedantic. They trod instead of skip. They trudge instead of run. They slog instead of leap.

But I was still alone.
I saw my wife’s picture and was taken by her beauty and smile. I decided to write her a letter. Those
letters became poems. Never had meter and rhyme
meant more to me. So far my writing has not brought
fame or fortune, but my words did help me win my
ultimate prize.
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Poetry comes from every word that can’t be contained in the bonds of a definition. It is when a
word stops being heavy like a rock and becomes a
pebble that creativity lets fly to knock on the pane of
imagination, beckoning to come out and play. That
is when poetry is good. That is when words can begin an idea, a dream, and in my case, relationships.
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a penchant for poetry

MOON

By Edward Mahoney
A thin crescent moon
Framed by purple wisps
Glowed in the cobalt blue
She commanded my attention
Just like you

Edward Mahoney
writes training material and features articles for
staff at a nonprofit organization in Pasadena. He is
finishing his first middle
grade novel.

Go to the listserv and post a message!
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SCBWI-LosAngeles/info
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SCBWI-CCal/info

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/ocillustrators/conversations/topics/1174
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Editor’s
Perspective

Book Mapping Like
an Editor
By Heidi Fiedler
Have you ever submitted a manuscript that was met by confusion from your agent?
“What did you mean here?” your
agent may have asked about a
particularly troublesome passage. So you walked her through
it, and she kindly said, “Uh,
that’s not what I got out of this
passage at all.”
Creating a book map before you
submit your manuscript to an
agent or editor can prevent this
dreaded moment and identify
any gaps between the story you
want to tell and what’s actually
on the page.
Book mapping isn’t magic. It’s
not a secret that’s passed down
from editor to editor when
we get our red pens. It’s a tool
anyone can use. A book map is
an overview of a book, broken
down scene by scene or chapter
by chapter. I use book maps to
analyze character arcs, conflicts,
story lines, themes, and even
details like the repeated use of
slang or a joke between characters. It can take many different
forms, but whether it’s a spreadsheet or a chain of sticky notes,
it can help writers plan their
books at every stage of the writ-
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ing process.
The creative process can get
messy, especially when it’s being done right. When you are
deep in a manuscript, it can be
difficult to keep track of all the
details. It can even be hard to remember the reason you started
writing a particular scene or line
of dialogue. Book mapping is a
tool I use to make sure the story is working on multiple levels
and my authors are telling the
stories they want to tell in the
best possible way.

“It can even be hard to remember the reason you started writing a particular scene
or line of dialogue.”
Picture book writers use book
maps to ensure they’ve paced
the book correctly and hit the
right page count. These book
maps often include visual notes
or thumbnails. But book maps
can also be useful for chapter
books, middle grade, and YA
novels. Revising a longer manuscript can be overwhelming.
Skimming the text doesn’t really provide any deep insights.
All you see is words and more
words. Reading the manuscript
from beginning to end is a good
start, but it can be easy to forget
key details, or make assumptions on behalf of your reader.
During the revision process, it
can be tempting to focus on the
individual words and sentences
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that you’ve written. But the early
revisions should focus on bigger
developmental issues.
Working up a book map is the
best way to get the distance you
need to see a book the way a
reader will. It’s a convenient way
to see the story all in one place,
and it can help review a particular character’s story line, emotional growth, or conflict.
The first step to making a book
map is deciding what you want
to focus on. Think about your
story and write down the names
of the main characters, the main
sub plots, plus conflicts, themes,
and imagery that are involved.
Then list what happens in each
chapter for each character and
story line. Note whenever a
character, line of dialogue, or
plot point contributes to the
theme.
Once I’ve crafted a book map, I
go over each scene to confirm it’s
contributing to the overall effect
the author wants to create. I look
to see if each chapter, scene, and
beat is driving the plot forward.
If something isn’t, I revise or cut
it. I also look at how the scenes
come together. Do all the subplots contribute to the heart of
the story? Are there any events
or characters that are too similar
or serve the same purpose and
should be combined? Is there
any story line that is introduced
but not resolved? Are the turning points and climaxes where I
want them to be? Are there any
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editor’s perspective
passages that move too slowly?
Does the plot unfold naturally,
both emotionally and physically? Are there any illogical jumps?
If there are, then I go back in and
add a transition. As I review the
book map, I draw up a to-do list,
so when I go back through the
manuscript I can target the areas
that need work.
Writing works best when you
know what thoughts and feelings you want to leave your
reader with. A book map can
help you understand what effect
you’re actually having on your
reader, and if it’s not the effect
you intended, a book map can
highlight ways to change it. We
all want our readers to get swept
up in our stories. The best way
to do that is to pull them in
emotionally and avoid details
that mislead, confuse, or distract from the heart of the story.
If you feel like the story you’re

trying to tell is getting lost, a
book map can help you parse
out what’s essential to the book
and what should be revised. Every time I review the book map,
I keep in mind what the book is
about, as well as what thoughts
and feelings I want the reader
to have at the end of the book.
Then, I check the book map to
make sure the book actually
does that.
Children’s book authors have
the best audience in the world.
Our readers are passionate, curious, and ready to go wherever
our imaginations take them. So
honor your reader, and honor
the writing process. Make time
for it. Practice your craft. Test
out this tool and see if book
mapping works for you. Trust
that you will need many drafts
to get it right, but also trust—
this is worth it!

Heidi Fiedler is a
freelance writer and editor who has produced
more than 300 books
for clients ranging from
Target to Barnes & Noble. To learn more, visit
www.helloheidifiedler.
com, or check out the
book maps she has
pinned at www.pinterest.com/heidifiedler/
book-mapping-like-aneditor.

Inspiration Corner

When I’m rewriting,
I feel most creative.
Judy Blume
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Author’s
Perspective

However, within most popular and current African-American picture books, the mood and
atmosphere feels reminiscent of a time that still
resonates, but that doesn’t reflect where we’ve
evolved to as a people. I have always adored my
heritage and had a strong reverence for my cultural history in this country, but consistently introducing certain imagery when it comes to children’s literature feels stifling, even patronizing.
Telling a good story for an ethnic-AMERICAN
audience should not always include the retelling
of the peoples’ historical experience in this country.

When Heroes Re-IMAGE-ine...
By Phoenix Brown

A new breed of hero is emerging at this time in
human history. We as writers and publishers, as
keepers and key-holders of imagination, have
the unique opportunity to reshape children’s literature by shifting the paradigm of imaging and
content — especially for children of color.
There is a quietly held belief that certain ethnic
groups seldom read or buy books. If data shows
that idea as accurate, then this article might
hold a few keys to unlocking the disconnect and
re-laying a foundation that works for everyone.

CONTENT...
Books that will ignite the hearts and minds of
ethnic-Americans are the same as those that appeal to children of all cultures: the present-day
whimsical (Princess Truly and the Hungry Bunny
Problem by Kelly Greenwalt, illustrated by Amariah Rauscher); the warm and endearing (In the
Leaves by Huy Voun Lee books); the quirky and
artsy (A Splash of Red: The Life and Art of Horace
Pippin by Jen Bryant, illustrated by Melissa
Sweet); the cute and humorous (Oh, No Gotta
Go! by Susan Middleton Elyta, illustrated by G.
Brian Karas); and galactic and other-worldly images (Chalk by Bill Thompson) are some good
examples of books featuring characters of color
disassociated from cliche imagery.

IMAGING...
Let’s presume without any polling or research
whatsoever, that most modern, ethnic-AMERICANS have migrated away from solely identifying with over-used “old-world” imaging of
their cultures. If that is true, then it becomes
paramount to move beyond the “imagery of old”
to create new imagery for our ever-expanding,
multi-faceted, present-day reality.
We as ethnic people love ourselves, we love our
hair, we think our skin color is fantastic, and the
prospect of spending time with our grandparents
never grows old (unless they’re mean). We don’t
all play sports and jazz music and we’re not all
interested in books established in an “urban” setting.

It is our responsibility as artists, writers and innovators to tap into our divine gifts and find a way,
at any cost, to make unique artistic images commonplace for all children. Let me be clear, I’m
not suggesting that traditional artistic homage
be compromised. I am simply saying, that just as
with all of life, things change, people flourish and
life presents itself anew.

What our children do as a part of normal human experience is cry for their favorite toy, make
mud pies, eat licorice, hug their pets, inspect fancy doo-dads, peer through telescopes, search for
lady bugs, explore spooky attics, etc.
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WORD COUNT...

It is time to don our creative capes, draw out our
lead-infused super powers, put away any notions
that no longer serve the higher good and protect
the journey of the innocent. Now look, I’m not
saying that we’re really super heroes and that it’s
our divine birthright to save the world one book
at a time — but yeah, we kind of are. And yeah,
it kind of is. Let’s re-IMAGE-ine, shall we?

In addition, word count can sometimes be a
deterrent in “ethnic” books. As a Screen Actors
Guild Book Pal, it’s frustrating to consistently pull a multi-ethnic selection of books only
to find that most books categorized as “ethnic”
seem to be packed with an astronomical amount
of words.
“Whatever we as writers, publishers, and image-makers do to seed the hearts and minds of
children, ultimately seeds the landscape of our
planet.”
While I am a fan of hearty, classic storytelling, I
am equally as charmed by a concise, beautifully
written story that stays within the parameters of
standard industry word count.
If we’re honest, most books featuring white children could’ve just as easily featured a child of
color. Ezra Jack Keats believed that ethnic children needed to see themselves in literature without having their ethnicity attached to the story
and thus proved, even in his day in time, that
the most important thing is a lovable story and
a lovable character. (http://www.ezra-jack-keats.
org/introduction/a-biography/)

Phoenix K. Brown
is the creator of www.
storytimephoenix.com,a
SAG-AFTRA Bookpal and
a former Dallas Cowboys
cheerleader.

That being said, I believe that beyond all of the
smoke and mirrors, most of us recognize intuitively that we’re all family. Whatever we as writers, publishers, and image-makers do to seed the
hearts and minds of children, ultimately seeds
the landscape of our planet. I am convinced that
books bursting with an array of imaging and content that moves, twirls and presents an infinite
display of possibilities, will be ravished by tiny
hands again and again.
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Volunteer in the spotlight
LAURISA WHITE REYES: SCBWI VOLUNTEER WEARS MANY HATS
The first SCBWI event Laurisa White
Reyes attended was the summer conference in Los Angeles seven years ago. “I
was completely overwhelmed,” she recalls. “I literally sat in the back corner
and didn’t speak to anyone.” She had
one completed middle grade manuscript
and no idea what to do with it. Thanks
in large part to the support and training
she received from SCBWI over the years,
that first manuscript, The Rock of Ivanore,
was published in 2012 with Tanglewood
Press, and its sequel, The Last Enchanter,
was released in 2013. Her first YA novel
comes out this summer.
After experiencing the benefits of SCBWI first-hand, Laurisa wanted to help other writers do the same by
organizing a monthly Schmooze in her home town of Santa Clarita. “Wade Bradford and I joined forces with
about four other SCBWI members in our area to get the ball rolling,” explains Laurisa. “We held our first
Schmooze in January 2013. Two dozen people attended! I was stunned.”
Since then the group has grown to 38 members with between 15 and 25 in attendance each month. One of
Laurisa’s goals has been to encourage local writers to attend SCBWI events. Eleven Santa Clarita Schmoozers
attended the 2013 summer conference, and four more went to the Los Angeles Writer’s Retreat. Laurisa’s aim
for 2014 is to help each Schmoozer get to at least one event during the year.
In addition to being a Schmooze coordinator and a published author, Laurisa is also an editor with Hamilton
Springs/Xchyler Press (a small press specializing in adult and young adult speculative fiction) and the editor-in-chief of Middle Shelf Magazine.
“Middle Shelf, a digital magazine about books for middle grade readers, is a free resource for parents, teachers,
librarians, and of course kids,” explains Laurisa. “We interview authors, publish reviews, and spotlight fiction,
non-fiction, and poetry books. My favorite feature is “Under the Covers” where we reveal “in process” book
cover artwork. It’s our way of shining some light on the amazing artists who create the cover art we all love.”
As a full-time mother of five children, magazine and book editor, graduate student, author and SCBWI volunteer, Laurisa admits that it’s sometimes difficult to juggle so many responsibilities. But she considers helping
other authors live their dreams to be one of her most important. “I worked hard to achieve my goals,” she says,
“but I didn’t get here alone. Along the road I had a lot of help and support from my friends, family, and other
SCBWI members.” According to Laurisa the SCBWI community is more like a family than just an organi-
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Volunteer in the spotlight

zation. “We support each other
through victories and failures,”
she says. “And whenever one
of us succeeds, we reach out to
help others succeed, too.”
The Santa Clarita Valley
Schmooze meets every second
Thursday from 7:30-9 p.m. at
Barnes & Noble in Valencia. For
more information, contact Laurisa at laurisawhitereyes@yahoo.
com. Visit her blog at http://
laurisareyes.blogspot.com.

A hint of

humor
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Cartoon by
Debbie Ohi Ridpath

www.inkygirl.com
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Illustrator’s
Perspective
By Laura Hoffman

Illustrating is my way of sharing the world’s delights. My
purpose is to elicit smiles and
laughter through visual storytelling, sparking imagination
with hints of whimsy and humor. This reality comes alive
through combining artistic
craftsmanship with the sense
of fun and the joy I feel when
illuminating each story's words
and concepts. All my life, I have
been a doodler. I am delighted
to be paid for something I love
to do — drawing and painting.
I was born to be an illustrator
— someone who tells stories
through pictures. My projects
come from book publishers, advertising agencies, and painting
commissions. Each assignment
presents a new and unique challenge. I also work on personal
illustrations for my portfolio

and love to compete in art exhibitions.
A great part of my work first involves research. For example, I
recently illustrated a book that
starred a moose. Growing up
and living near Los Angeles, I
have never laid eyes on a moose,
not even in a zoo. I called on my
formal education, but mostly
dove into all things moose. Then
I became the moose. In the book
I was hired to illustrate, my
hero experiences a wide range
of emotions, from bitter disappointment to abject loneliness
and friendlessness and then at
last finds joy, relief and discovery. As I drew character sketches
for my story, I felt all the emotions, even getting teary-eyed
during the low points. I discovered a key ingredient to my illustration work must be the act
of feeling it — putting emotion

into the work, to connect with
my intended audience.
A key ingredient is time, discipline and mental focus. As a
freelance illustrator, I do not
have to work a standard 9-5
shift. Instead, I sometimes work
around the clock — especially
when the hot breath of deadlines
is looming. This is the norm, as
I usually juggle a number of different commissions at once. To
stay engaged and sharp, I have
found it is vital to take good care
of myself — to get regular rest,
exercise and reserve time for my
family.
After tinkering in my garden
and walking my dog, I’m in
my studio working 5-6 days a
week by 8:30 a.m. After addressing emails, I’m off to researching and drawing. At the
rough sketch stage of projects,
keeping mental focus in a quiet environment is vital for ideas
[continue...]
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Illustrator’s perspective
to flow. Once I have the client’s
approval to finish, the craftsperson comes out. I will take time
and care to maintain energy in
my drawn line, and then experiment with color and value. A lot
of the hard thinking has already
occurred, so I’ll work in a reverie
listening to my favorite music. I
also find it’s best to accomplish
the more mundane (yet necessary) tasks of running a freelance
illustration business (invoicing,
writing proposals, promotion
and accounting work) on different days than creative workdays.
For my process, I use techniques
that marry traditional methods,
including graphite on textured
papers, watercolor and acrylic
paint with digital methods that
afford greater flexibility and
fluidity. Traditional methods of
illustration establish the texture and attention to detail that
is critical in telling stories with
pictures. I also find working
digitally in various stages of development and finish is very lib-

erating; I can scan my artwork
and then move things around
and experiment and play with
color and textures, using layers.
This process is deeply engrossing; before I know it, I will look
up and find that minutes have
suddenly turned into hours and
it’s 2 a.m.
Because of the variety of work
and types of projects that come
my way, my work as a commercial artist never gets old. Right
now, I am working on a series
of editorial illustrations for an
advertising agency, while illustrating a college-level textbook
involving kids and technology.
At the same time, I am in the
color phase of a children’s book
that will be published later this
year involving animals in natural settings.
For children’s books, most of my
portfolio pieces have animals in
them. As a result, the majority of my illustration work for

young audiences involves some
kind of creature. My love of animals — especially dogs and cats
— is spilling over into my work.
Being the youngest of three
kids, I didn't have the chance to
grow up around little children
— instead we always had dogs
(dachshunds, can you tell from
my body of work?) and some feral cats as pets, and would draw
wiener dogs and cats all over everything. I will never outgrow
this habit. Now I am honored
and very pleased to make a fulltime living out of this lifelong
passion.

Laura Hoffman is a
professional artist and professor of art based in Irvine,
California. Laura’s website: http://www.laurahoffmanart.com Laura’s blog:
http://laurahoffmanar t.
blogspot.com/

Illustrations by Laura Hoffman. Source: http://laurahoffmanart.blogspot.com
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By Margot Senden
When I visit a primary school,
I often start with one sentence:
“I think being a children’s book
illustrator is the best job in the
world.”
So of course children will ask
me why.
The reason is mainly because
each day is different, there is a
lot of variation in things to be
done, and I just feel feel lucky
to be able to do the thing I
love most: illustrating children’s
books. I realize that not everyone gets this opportunity.

The technique I use in this book
is watercolor combined with
graphite.
I work both part-time as an illustrator and also as a graphic
designer. While I like my job as
a graphic designer, I hope that
one day I'll be able to become a
full-time illustrator.

Latest Book
At the moment I am working on
the final four drawings for the
new book Donatius the Dragon
and the Forgotten Birthday. This
is the second book in the series
about a friendly purple dragon.
Written by Li Lefébure, the
book will be published in September.

together with my children, who
both love writing and drawing
as well.
Maybe one day ... I am already
looking forward to it.
Working Day
as an Illustrator
I always start with a cup of coffee in the morning, read the
newspaper, and after breakfast I
start working in my attic studio.
I fire up the computer, read and
answer emails and then start
with whatever is first on my todo list. This could be reading a
manuscript, collecting reference
material (mainly when I am
working on a non-fiction book
such as the “Wantoknow” series
from Clavis Publishing), have a

Working from home, being
there for my children and maybe
writing my own books as well or
[continue...]
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illustrator’s gallery
meeting with my editor or the
author to discuss sketches, alter
sketches if needed, and make final sketches. Possibly, I’ll take a
break and go for a walk with the
family Alsatian, “Darwin,” or
take photographs of objects or
landscapes. Of course the best
part is the actual illustrating.
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News From the Internet
By Narda Lacey Fargotstein
Peek-a-Boo — I See You —
You See Me — Should you use
Google Analytics?
If you have a website or are
thinking of building a website, you might have wondered
which keywords would resonate
with visitors? Or you aren’t sure
what design elements people
would like? Or you wonder how
visitors are going to use your
website? Or what problems your
visitors would have finding elements on your website?
There is a way to track how
people are getting to the millions of websites out there, including yours, and to determine
just what people are doing when
they get there. It is Google Analytics.
Google Analytics makes it easy
for anyone managing a site to
track and analyze this data. It’s
a FREE tool that can answer a
variety of questions for a wide
range of users. You can use
Google Analytics on a website
you build or if you use a blogging platform such as WordPress, Blogger or Tumblr.
Once you set up your Google
Analytics account, you’ll need
to implement the code on your
website. When you set up a
profile for the site you’d like to
track, the step-by-step process
will generate a unique script
that you can add. You only need
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to add the code once to your
template or theme. The theme
will propagate the code in every post and page you create. If
your site is custom-built, you’ll
either need to implement the
code on each page manually,
or have your web developer do
it. You can copy the JavaScript
code from Analytics and paste
it just above the </head> tag in
your page or template. Adding
this code will not affect the look
of your site.
What can you measure? Google Analytics can help you know
your audience, trace the visitor
path and see what they’re up to.
After you set up your account,
you can set up your “dashboard.”
On this screen you can see the
various types of data Google
Analytics provides:
Visitors: This shows data
about people coming to your
site, including where they’re
located geographically, what
language they speak, how often they visit your site and what
computers and browsers they
use to get there.
Traffic Sources: This
data shows how people navigated to your site. You can track
which sites link to your page or
keywords people search to find
you.
Content: This shows data
on how people navigate within
your site. It can help you know
how people enter and exit your
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pages, as well as which ones are
most popular.
Ecommerce: This shows
data only if you’re selling items
on your site as it houses all merchandise, transaction and revenue activity information.
You can boost your search rankings by targeting specific keywords and increase the visibility
of your site. All the while you are
watching what visitors are doing
on your website, other websites
are watching you.

Narda Lacey
Fargotstein

is the author of The Whole
Computer Catalog and Articles
on Women Writers, Vol I and
II. Her article on the Dodo
bird in Alice in Wonderland
was recently cited in The More
Annotated Alice. Narda is always
looking for new Net sites and
suggestions for future columns.
Email nfargotstein@yahoo.com
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Schmooze spotlight
West San Gabriel Schmooze
By Heather Banis and Ronna Mandel

The West San Gabriel Valley Schmooze booked quite a
year. We covered the creative, the humorous, and the practical with a growing, enthusiastic membership that spans
the San Gabriel Valley and beyond. We are so grateful
for, and want to offer a huge thanks to, our invited guests
for sharing their wisdom and experience with us.
September opened with Amy Goldman Koss. She kept
us laughing with her insights about writing from the perspective of teenage girls as she did so exquisitely in her
books The Girls, Poison Ivy, and The Cheat.
November’s Schmooze offered members the chance to
share and critique one another’s first pages. This popular
event always leaves us wanting more — more time, more
pages, more feedback.
In January, author Sara Kras spoke about jumping genres
from nonfiction (she’s already published over 30) to fiction. She shared her latest, a fiction chapter book called
The Hunted: Polar Prey. As SCBWI member Rita Zobayan said, “Listening to Sara explain her writing process
and publishing procedures was extremely helpful. As a
pre-published author, I’m always intrigued as to how published authors got their break. Sara was very forthcoming
about both the difficulties and the positives she’s faced
along the way. That information, as well as her openness
and positivity, was reassuring to hear.”

In May, after a year of prodigious writing, we offered
WSGV Schmoozers the chance to fine-tune their queries
and cover letters, critiquing one another’s drafts and encouraging submissions.
Our final Schmooze for the season featured social media
guru Greg Pincus, whose presentation informed, entertained and amazed.

In March, we celebrated March Writing Madness with
the Ideas of March — using old postcards, knick-knacks
and other random items to spark creativity in the moment. SCBWI member MaryAnne Locher said, “Never underestimate the value of a good schmooze. Heather
and Ronna asked us to bring a postcard to one of our
Schmoozes. Little did I know I would find not only the
inspiration, but the title for my novel at that gathering —
all from a postcard!”

Please check the SCBWI website for updated information on the Schmoozes planned for 2014-2015. Saturday Schmoozes are scheduled for: September 6 (featuring
none other than Ann Whitford Paul), November 1, February 7, April 18, and June 6. In addition to these five
“regular” but nonetheless fabulous meetings, we are planning a social Schmooze at the behest of our loyal members. If you’re not sure you’re on our mailing list, get in
touch. Contact info is online. All are welcome.
[continue...]
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schmooze spotlight

Heather Banis is a writer, a clinical psychologist, and is on the

faculty of the psychology department at Occidental College.Heather is the
co-coordinator of the West San Gabriel Valley Schmooze with her friend and
writing partner, Ronna Mandel. Ronna Mandel champions kidlit via her
blog, “Good Reads With Ronna and in articles for L.A. Parent, where she is
the book-reviewer-at-large.

bulletin
Lorie Brallier had the winning entry for our 2014 SCBWI conference grant, sponsored
by the SCBWI Central-Coastal California region, and will be going to SCBWI summer
conference.
Joan Bransfield Graham’s poem “Rooster” is featured in Lee Bennett Hopkins’ new
anthology Manger (Eerdmans), which will debut on September 1. On June 29, Joan read,
along with poets Nikki Grimes, Margarita Engle, Marilyn Singer, Kenn Nesbitt, Alan Katz,
Marilyn Nelson, Emily Jiang, Kari Anne Holt, and Jacqueline Woodson in the Poetry Blast
at ALA in Las Vegas. Joan will be a speaker for the fall conference of the Greater San
Diego Reading Association on Saturday, Sept. 27, and will do a spotlight presentation at
the SCBWI Cen-Cal Writer’s Day on Oct. 25. Visit Joan at http://canetwork.weebly.com/
joan-bransfield-graham.html
Phoenix Brown was chosen as one of the 2014 Nikki Grimes scholarship recipients by the Children’s Book
Academy. Her website is: www.storytimephoenix.com.
Brave Girl: Clara and the Shirtwaist Makers’ Strike of 1909 by Michelle Markel (Balzer & Bray, 2013) has won the
2014 Flora Stieglitz Straus award (Most Inspirational Nonfiction Book) from the Bank Street College Children’s Book
Committee. It was also named an NCTE Orbis Pictus honor book, a Sydney Taylor notable book, and was selected
for the ALA Amelia Bloomer list.
Mary Malhotra has published a YA short story,“Superpower,” in Sucker Literary Anthology
Volume 3 (April 2014), in print and e-book versions (www.suckerliterary.com).
Alexis O’Neill’s picture book biography, The Kite That Bridged Two Nations (Boyds Mills/
Calkins Creek), earned a starred review from Library Media Connection recently: “Lyrical
prose … high quality, fully detailed and documented support materials. ... A valuable
addition to any collection.”
Gwen Dandridge, Valerie Hobbs, Sherrie Petersen and Kimberley
Troutte will be part of the 11th Orange County Children’s Book Festival, the largest
single day children’s book literacy event in North America, on Sunday, September 28. http://
kidsbookfestival.com/authors
[continue...]
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bulletin

EVENTS

CLASSES

Celebrate grandmas and grandkids
with Grambo author Beth Navarro

Art Center College
of Design Night Program
626-396-2319 or www.artcenter.edu/atnight

Grambo is about a boy who discovers his grandma is not your average grandma. She’s a secret agent!
Grandmas can do anything.

Otis College of Art and Design
310-665-6850 or 310-665-6950. Email: otisce@otis.edu

"Writing for Children and Young Adults,
Getting Started." Taught by Sara Kras

Story time, secret agent craft, photo booth and book
signing. Camouflage optional.
DATE: Sunday,
TIME: 2

P.M.
COST: FREE!

DATE: Saturday, November 8

September 7, 2014

TIME:

9:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

LOCATION: Glendale Community College on
http://seco.glendale.edu/cse/

LOCATION: Flintridge Bookstore and Coffee
House, 1010 Foothill Blvd., La Canada CA 91011
www.flintridgebooks.com

Terry Pierce will teach “Intermediate Picture

Book Writing,” a 10-week online course for UCLA
Extension Writers’ Program from October 8 to December 10. Students will steep themselves in the
exciting and multifaceted genre of picture books.
They’ll go beyond the craft basics, look at the unique
qualities of this art form, and learn how to strengthen their own picture book manuscripts. For more
information, click here: https://www.uclaextension.
edu/Pages/fos/Writing.aspx.

UCLA Extension Writers’ Program

www.uclaextension.edu/writers As the largest and most
comprehensive university-related writing program in the nation, the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program equips new
and practicing writers with the tools they need to tell their stories and to seek out publication and production. UCLA
offers more than 500 annual onsite and online writing courses in writing for the youth market, as well as fiction, memoir,
personal essay, poetry, playwriting, publishing, feature film, and television writing. For more information: 310-825-9415.
To enroll: 310-825-9971 or 818-784-7006.
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Writer’s
day
March 7-8, 2015 (subject to change)
NEW LOCATION: Skirball Cultural Center
http://www.skirball.org/
2701 N. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90049

Saturday features keynotes,

manuscript critiques, contests, inspiration and more.

Sunday digs deeper with five-hour

intensives into the art and craft of writing for children.
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